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TAMl!, EDUCA'l!ION IN SING,@OlIB - ITS ACHIEVEMENTS, fROBLEMS A.lID fROSPEC'llS

INT110llUCTI0N
The two decades since

1959,

perhaps the most momentous in our

Republic's history, witnessed the beginning of a fundamental transformation
in the attitudes and values of our people o

A politically more stable,

economically affluent, and a more closely knit society in the emergence
inevitably brought about changes, si�nificantly volunt arilJ, in the
educational scene.
The trend towards ii.inglish medium schools in the last decade
affected the Chinese Malay .and Tamil media Schools and t:ne numerically
small 1ramil medium primary schools ceased to attract Primary One admissions
now for the last four years.

To us this phenomenon is an intelligent anri

imaginative response to the cna.n�ing milieu and the challenges of our
time.
It is in this context, that we propose noting, however, that the
Goh Report on Education is tne catalyst that moved the Tamil Language
Society of the University of Singapore to organise this seminar, to look
at Tamil educc1 tion - its achievements', pr oblems and prospects - in a broader
perspective.

'l1hat the Tamil Language Society should undertake this task

speaks well of its members and is u. tribute to our na.tional policy in
engendering r espect and love for mother tongue while acce:i:,ting Enblish as
the dominant lan6uage in our republic.
We congratulate the or5anisers and thank them for their invitation
to present this paper today.

TAI.UL EDUCATION
We have taken a broaJ.er definition of Tamil education to include
the teaching of Tamil as a second langua.6e and Tamil Literature.

Teachin,c:

of Tamil c1nd one or mor8 subjects through Tamil� many would. readily accept�
as ed.ucation in Tamil although we recognise that some might well argue
otherwise.
Puting aside the issue of definition we propose to deal firstly with
achievement s, secondly witn some of the u1a.jor pro blems and finally with the
prospects of Tamil education in our republic.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN TAMil., EDUCATION

While enrolment in Tamil medium school s has been falling in the
last two deoa4,es, the number of pupils offering Tamil as a second language,
the number of Tamil language teachers in the service, the l anguage
instruction time and langua.�a exposure time have considerably increased.
Pupils Offering Ta.mil as a Second Language
In 1958 some 6000 pupils in primary schools and 400 pupils in
secondary schools offered Ta.mil as a second language. Today there are
11000 pupils in primary schools and 4600 pupils in secondary schools,
nearly a two-fold increase a.t primary level and a nine-fold increase at
secondar� level. And at Pre-University level some 300 students are
offering Ta.mil as a subject at Principal or Subsidiary level.
Tamil Teachers
In 1958 there were 60 Tamil teachers but today there are some 278
Tamil teachers including teachers.,.�n-training, more than a four-fold
increase.
The Institute of Education now provides training for Tamil language
teachers at '0' and 'A' levels. There are now 103 teachers-in-training.
These atudents are not only trained to teach Tamil but also to teach other
subjects in English. This makes i t possible for them to be deployed more
widely and become effective bilingual teachers.
Sohool Facilities
A large number of Government primary schools offer Tami l as a second
language; six secondary schools offer Tamil within the school and there a.re
twelve Tamil centres for other secondary school students to study Tamil.
Tamil is also taught as a subject at four junior colleges and one centre.
As the second language was made compulsory at PSLE in 1963, at '0'
level in 1969, and will be made compulsory at pre-universitv, level in
1980, nearly al� stu�ents offering Tamil as a second language in schools
or as a subject at 'A' level take it for their examinations. The number
of pupils offering Tamil as a second language at PSLE rose from 840 in
1960 to 2111 in 1978. Likewise the figure at •o' level rose from 150 in
1958 to 1493 in 1978.
As a seoond language the time allocate� to Tamil has increased from
14� to 4� 'by 1975.
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'I'he policy of equal trtJa t;nent to the four official langu ages has
accorded Tamil languc:L6'e and Tamil te:J.chers a comparable status and equality
in terms of salaries, facilities and staff development.
ill these developments are si0nificant but 1nore could be done J in
our view, to enhance Tamil educo.tion in our republic.

·I'o an examination

of some of these major problems we now turn.
PRO.BLZ1v!S IN TAMIL EDUC1c1.TION
It is nationa;i. policy to encourage and pror:aote education throughout
the school system in En6lish and the mother tongue.

Yet it is paraJ.oxical

that a considera.)le number of ethnic Tamils have not responded positively
to the challenges and opportunit ies of our nation.
:Parental attitudes
That Singapore, as an Asian nation, while English speaking, will
and should maintain an Asian identity is beyond question.
a1zything else or less culturally.

Nor can we be

Then, if what we can and must be, is

accepted, then our efforts must be dir8cted. to the attainment of that
goal.

Fortuna tely that goi;j,l is not alien to o ur contemporary :position.

All that is required of Tamils is simply the maintenance and continued use
of the Tamil lan(5llage at home and at school.
English, as has been pointed out, by the

11 Goh

B.eport" will

increasingly oecome the dominant language in our Republic.

fut the status

and use of Mandarin, Ma.lay and Tamil need not be relegated.

Indeed the

a.doption of different levels of compeuteuoe in the mother tongue based on
the ability of pupils and increased exposure to it by lengthening schooling
by one year, by making pre-primary bilingual education universal by 198.3,
the status and use of mother tongue in the education system is assured and
therefore cannot but be enhanced.
The major problem in our view, in attaining this target is the
indifference if not the complacency of a large number of Ta.mils themselves.
Some of them are not offering Tamil as a second language for various
reasons.

If the numbers offering Tamil decline tnen the Tamil community

and Singapore will be impoverished of a major South Asian cultural heritage.
Mr Devan Nair :1 at the first-seminar organised by this society
commented on this problem and I ciuotes
"The future prevalence and use of the Tamil language in our
Republic is very much dependent on parental attitudes.

If

parents of Indian origin do not encourage t11eir children to
opt for Tamil as a second language, the use of Tamil language
must inevitably decline".
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This, to our minds, would oe the most crucial factor in determining
It is not within the realm of

the future of Tamil in our Republic.

practical politics for any. goverament in a democracy to legislate on the
use of language unless, the people whom it affects, accept and use that
language in their daily lives.

Neither policy nor measures can of

themselves develop the personal and intimate response of a people to thGir
own mother tongue.

It has to develo:p from within and policy and measures

can only help in this process.
It therefore behoves, the e.thnic Tamils in Singapore to a more
serious pursuit of 'I'amil language as a second language in our schools.
Facilities
while su.bstantiai progress has been ma.de in providin5 facilities for
the study of Tamil, as a second language in the school system we are eq,ua.lly
mindful of the deficiencies and. inadeq,uacies in the provision of Tamil
education in our Republic.
The "Goh Report" has ushered in a new era in education.

It is now

possible for the cafiable, to study the mother tongue at the same level as
English or at the second langua.e;e level or even at a lower level.
Primarily the ability of the pupils will determine the level of proficiency
in the mother tongue.
our schools.

Adeq_uate facilities will no doubt be provided in

In doing so the Ministry will have to look into the feasibility

of providin6 TL instruction in schools nearest to pupils' homes and. in
2
some of our permier schools includin5 the aided schools.
In fact this has
been a problem where parents wanting to send their children to mission
schools have .had to forgo

the study of' their mother to�e.

'rhis is one

area, where the Ministry could help by making provision for Tamil as a
second language in more primary schools.
At 'A' level, four junior colleges and a school cent::ce provide
instruction in Tamil as a subject at subsidiary or principal level and
this is com,nenda ble.
However at secondary level very few schools have maQe provision
to teach Tamil, with the result that many secondary students have to
attend Ta.mil centres in th(;; opposite session.

Needless to point out

the difficulties and loss of time these stQdents have to endure.

It

would be d.d.vantageous to i,rovide TL within the school the student attends.
2
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As proficiency in a second language is mandotory for progress in
the education system it is all the more important to provide for Tamil
in more primary and secondary schools.
Personnel
There are now some 278 Tamil langllage teachers most of whom have
an '0' or 'A' level qualification and are professionally trained or under
going training. :ait there are few graduates teaching at secondary level.
In order to raise the standard of instruction in Tamil, it is suggested,that
graduates be deployed at upper secondary level.
A staff development scheme could be drawn up to provide for suitably
qualified teachers to pursue a univ�rsity course with Tamil as one of the
subjects.
The scheme could also take into account the recommendations of the
Goh Report and the views of our Prime Minister on moral education and the
need to teach Indian history.
Resources
· .. T·amil textbooks citten by our own authors are now available at primary
level, la.t a.t .seoo� .J.evel :•a,�a,re,..:.siill diepending ·on imported.. 1'6oks. There
is the;et� .� need tor pro.til.S,ionala to d.eYelop tea.ohing ·materials .and- for
the ministry to initiate and. support .this enterprise.
Depu1m&m of:-�amil Jtu.die·a
It has been noted that some ,300 students at pre-university level
are pursuing Tamil as a principal or subsidrary subject in four junigur
colleges and one school centre:.
It is our national poli c7 to get Singaporeans to become effictively
biling\,lal where praQtioal, in two of the official languages, namely English
and the mother tongue. For this purpose the study of a second language is
compulsory throughout the school system and more importantly, upward mobility
in the education system as alread.1 noted earlier, is now predicated on
competence in English and the mother tongue.
The provision·of Tamil education sinoe 1959 has kept pace with
educational development in our Republic and is now possible to stud,y Tamil
as a subject from primary to pre-university level. One more step needs to
be taKen to complete the development of Tamil edu�ation which begu ... with
the establishment of Umar Pulavar Tamil High School in 1968.
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And that step when taken will us.tier in a glorious era of mult1lingua.lism and
equality both in spirit and practice in our Republic.

We therefore propose,

for serious study, the establishment of a Department of Tamil Studies in
the University of Singapore.
Such a department ·;;he11 established could act as a national instrument
for the preservation and development of Tamil as one of our Republic's
official languages; enhance the status of ? and encourage the use of Tamil,
provide for continuing education in Tamil for those who intend to pursue it
up to university level, develop langua6e expertese and resources and train
potential 5raduate Tamil teachers for our schools.

The department need only

offer Tamil as one of the subjects of study in the under-graduate programme.
It will tuke its place alon5 sia.e the Aalay and Chinese studies departments
of tne Un iversitJ of Sin_sapore.
Tlle esta'olisnment of such a department, and more importantly, the
survival of that department when establishad; will depend entirely on tb.e
Tamil community.

Financiul resources have be be found and student SU!Jport

must be forthcoming if th is project is to become viable.

We belie·.re, that

in either respect, there will be su bsta.ntial and continuing suppor't.
PROSPECTS
The foregoing analysis would show that edu0ation in Tamil h as come
a long way since 1959.; there is little doubt tha.t government policy by and
large in providin6 equal official status to Tamil and encouraging its use
has enhanced the status of Tamil.

Of maj-:,r importance, has been the policy

of bilingualism especially, in the insistence on the reasons why the mother
tongue shoulJ be retained and. mastered.

The call to retain and develop for

cultural reasons, ha.s struck a resp0nsive chord in Tamils whose love for
tueir lan6uage anJ. pricie in their uniq_ue cultural heritage are deeply
rooted.
That said we must recognise that problems exist in the task of
promoting Tamil amongst the Indian population.

Rather uniquely, Tamil is

the only language to have s1owl.1 lost speci.kers in the recent decades.
Eddie K 10 states that co:npa.rin6 1978 wi th 1912 data there has been a drop
from 8b.7� to 79.1% in claimed competence in Tamil.

He says Tamil is the

only language showing declining communicativity even for intra-ethn ic
communication amongst the Indians •
currently- only about

50%

.Further, it has been estimated that

(11,000 out of 22,000) of Ta.mil pupils at the

primary level and about 32.

5%

(4,600 out of 13,000) at the secondary level

offer •ramil as a second. language.

If these trends are allowed to contit:ue

unchecked. then we can expect for the :tuture, greater losses in Tamilspeaking competence.
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The reaso.1s for auch a situation may be Vi'U'iou.sl.y a.ttr.i.but ed.

A

:principal cause does appear to be the difficulties pupils face in offering
Tamil as a second langua ge in man.)' of our schools, Tamil centres though
cost-wise an efficient alternative is nonetheless, less than adequate and
the fact that some parents do not choose to avail themselves of facilities
is ft'Oof that this answ.ar is not satisfactory.

There is yet another reason,

not discussed above that may explain some of the dynamics of language
choice among tn.e Indians.

It must be remembered that unlike the Chinese

( who though divided by dialects are united by a common script) the Indians
are a linguistically heterogenous group - Mal ayalam Sinhalese, Urdu, Punjabi
are different languages.

If we add to this mixture the carry-over of the

volatility of Indian lan6,ua5e politics to Singapore we would not be
ex aggerating, if we stated that tilere is bound to be some mutual antipc1tby
among- speakers of Indian langu a5es - this can and does lead to non-Tamil
speakers within the Indian community preferring Malay (or German, Japanese
etc to another Indian language).
Two other reasons may be advanced to explain loss.as in Tamil medium
education.

One is the fact that Indians have been represented in English

medium education all out of 1->roportion to their numbers.

Some Indian migrants

came from Madras and Culcutt a where there was ample evidence of

the

the advantages of English education especially in the East India Co's
service.

Some migrants themselves spoke English while others, petty

traders, c loth merchants etc had little h0sita tion in ava1.lin6 themselves
of English education for they had the examples of others who through
possession of an English-medium e�ucation had found. security and prosperity.
It must not be assumed tho.t this was a case of the community desertinfS
their herita5e and. langua6e, tnere is ample evidence of '?ommunity support
and concern for education in Tamil.

Rather it can be seen as a rational

response to the uni q_ue situation tmi t th.:, Tamil community finds itself in.
The Indian community's ea6er acceptance of English medium education
hd.s benefitted the community as a whole.
to a dead end.

Tamil medium education led only

English medium education was the best route to positions

in the civil service and the pr of.,ssions and though only

7%

of the

pop ulation our representation in th!) c.i.vil service, in the professions
and in higher education is far greater.

Current educational trends as

outlined in the Goh Report will f'urthf;r enhance the value of English as
pointed out earlier.

In the light of the abo ve, we can confi1ently

predict that the community as a whole will be able to build upon its
advantage since competence in English is nighly associated with income and
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status mobility.

further, tl;le potential of English as a m ajor, if not
the major lingua franca linking the various communities will broaden

even further opportunities for Indians who possess English language

competence.
If we have no real cause to regret our participation in English

medium education at least on economic grounds an� if we must face up to
some loss of speakers of Tamil given our particular historical.
circumstances we still have the problem of defining and on that basie

ensuring the continuance of Tamil in our society.

In this consideration

we have to accept as a basic the government's cultural policy which is
founded on the continued existence and growth of indigeneous languages
and culture. This is.indeed a responsibility that the government has
laid on the shouJders of each comm�Aity.
If this premise is accepted, then, if only for the purposes of main

taining respect and a place for Tamil language and culture in multi
cultural Singapore, our responsibility for encour aging literacy in and
growth of Tamil language and culture is clear. Failure to do this,
means seriously damaging the cultural policies of our nation and placing
.ourselves at a disadvantage vis a vis other athnio·o�m.munities. Other
arguments can be based on more positive grounds. The Indian cultural
heritage, represents a major aohieve.me.nt of Man and insights into such

a living tra4ition can only be beneficial to a nation devoted to cultural

pluralism. More significantly, the continuance of such links is
important to the psychic health of the Indian community. Thesa cannot

be achieved if literacy and competence in Tamil falls. Our community
must the�efore respond positively to this challenge and build upon the
concern manifest in earlier post-war efforts to sustain Tamil madium
educatiop.
Detailed proposals will need to be developed and discussed with
the Ministry of Education on what changes in policy and practice is

needed to improve the 4uality of education in Tamil. In this paper we
have only highlighted some of the problems, Given goodwill and an

appreciation of bigger national needs we see no reason why improvements
cannot be affected. What could be nore profit�bly done at this Seminar is
to examine a new what we as a community should d�. The dangers of
linguistic factlQila.lism are still with us; we need more willing hands to
help in various community projects that collectively express our concern as
a Sin&apore�community (in particular various educational and religious
projects); we need to see and accept some of the inevitably limitations
of being a sm all community while at the same time safegrounding our
legistmate interest and place iu the Singapore community. Are we doing
8

enough to foster healthy cultural development? The 4ueation of a place
for Tamil lall8Uage and oultur& cannot and will not be resolved in the

educational stage alone; ultimately it will depend upon the total effort
of a small community using its resources intelligently &n a whole broa.d. front.

June

G.D. Balakrishnan
s. Gopinathan

1979
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